
Your existing content, reimagined with AI, curated by humans

Reimagine and recreate your content with AI

Our content multiplier service improves your return on investment from existing 
marketing assets.

Our team of professional writers and designers will help you scale the impact of your 
existing marketing content by generating a long tail of blogs, LinkedIn captions, landing 
page copy, opinion pieces, videos, and images, all in less time and at a lower cost 
through the power of AI. 

This means you can:

•  maximise the return on marketing funds you’ve already spent

• reimagine and rejuvenate existing content assets

• drive more web traffic to your site

•  amplify online visibility for your brand, products,  
and thought leaders. 
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Turn tired assets into
fresh, impactful content 
Our content multiplier service delivers multiple 
assets derived from existing content with AI under the 
supervision of our experienced, in-house copywriters 
and designers.

This helps you get maximum value from existing 
marketing assets. Our expert business-to-business (B2B) 
technology writers collaborate with AI to: 
• review buried content in your website’s resources section
•  identify high-value assets that can be refreshed and repurposed
• update content to align with current market trends and  

customer needs
• generate supporting blogs, LinkedIn posts, organic social media 

posts, direct marketing emails, and more from existing content
• produce videos based on the original asset 
• reenergise and revitalise existing content
•  maximise your return on investment (ROI) on content that was 

resource-intensive to create.

Our internal expert writing and editing team oversees content 
production, ensuring strict quality control without incurring the 
costs of handcrafting all assets from the ground up. 

Enhance the refreshed content with bespoke AI-generated imagery 
unique to your organisation through our AI image bureau.
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Whitepaper

1x blog

1x eDM

Content multiplier service

Traditional approach Our content multiplier service  
delivers 10x return on investment

How we amplify and reimagine your content

Multiple videos Multiple organic 
social media posts

Multiple social 
media ads

Refreshed whitepaper Multiple blogs

Multiple eDMs Multiple landing pages



+61 2 9252 2266
www.outsource.com.au

Contact
Michelle Taylor 
Head of client service

michelle_taylor@therecognitiongroup.com.au 

ABOUT OUTSOURCE

Outsource is one of Australia’s leading B2B specialist 
marketing companies. Every day, our team 
works to deliver lead generation, marketing, and 
communications programs and campaigns for leading 
B2B companies across the US, UK, EMEA, and APAC. 

Bluestone PR Pty Ltd t/as Outsource
ABN 64 097 944 913

Whether it’s high-value assets we’ve created or top-performing content from your archives, our team 
evaluates the potential supporting content we can produce and breathe new life into. Our team uses 
proven prompts to craft new content through generative AI, reviewing and tailoring each asset for 
quality assurance and alignment with your business objectives. All refreshed content undergoes 
your review and approval before publication. 

For pricing and to learn more about how the content multiplier service can deliver enhanced 
return on investment in your existing content, get in touch today.

How our service works
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